blind & visual impairment
Low Vision Playing Cards
Shuffling cards keeps hands occupied, like a fidget toy. Traditional games
like card games encourage turn-taking, coping with losing, competitive
play, social skills and making time for leisure. These large cards are excellent
for those with manual, visual and dexterity problems, and are wonderful for
group activities. All are 'proper' cards so appropriate for all ages.
Colossal
Cards

Normal size cards, but pictures
and card suit symbols have
been replaced with 5cm high x
2.5cm wide numbers and
letters. Each suit is colourcoded to aid recognition.
Includes set of 2 decks.
Extra large playing cards for
fun and games for all ages.
Size: 28 x 20.5cm.

Low Vision
Cards

Colossal cards are positively
humungous! Size: 37 x 26cm

Mammoth
Cards

Ruby HD - Handheld Magnifier
This magnifier fits easily into a pocket, and is very easy to use. High-definition camera technology with a 4.3-inch
(10.9cm) screen and lightweight 200g body bring you crystal-clear images. Perfect for reading & magnification
on the go.
Freeze Frame with adjustable magnification
from 2 x - 13x; Weight 262g
Easy flip-out handle
2 hours continuous use
2 year warranty
Adjustable Reading Line and Masks to keep
your place
20 high-contrast color viewing modes
Save up to 80 images and send to your
computer with a USB port
Slide Show mode for hands-free review
Includes batteries, charger, wrist strap, case,
and USB cable
Optional reading stand available
Uses rechargeable or disposable AAA
batteries

Ruby 7 HD - Handheld Magnifier
The 7-inch screen (17.5cm) can magnify reading material
up to 24 times. Portable and easy to use. Use the built-in tilt
stand to read books, magazines and mail. The unique
PivotCam camera offers a wide range of viewing modes
for spotting, reading, writing, working on hobbies, distance
viewing, and even a mirror-image self-view.
Zoom from 2x - 24x
Fast reading with no blur
Freeze Frame with adjustable zoom and panning
Adjustable Reading Line and Masks to keep your
place
20 high-contrast colour viewing modes
Built-in reading stand
HDMI port to connect to your TV
Save images and send to computer with USB port
3 hours continuous use
Includes charger, carrying case, and USB cable
Weight 500g
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blind & visual impairment
Zoomax M5 HD Plus Magnifier
Zoomax M5 HD Plus is a 5″ (12,7cm) high definition
handheld video magnifier, featuring compact design
as well as easy access to a range of useful settings.
2.3 - 16x magnification; Weight 256g; 4 hours
battery; 2 year warranty.
Offers storage of up to 60 images captured from
anything you read.
Includes reading lines and masks to reduce visual
disturbance.
Panning of a still image is possible via navigation
buttons or the intuitive touch screen.
Memorises favourite settings: colour, zoom,
brightness, button beeps etc.
Can connect to a TV via HDMI and includes a
reading stand and handle.
Includes distance view function

Transformer HD OCR Electronic Magnifier
A high-performance portable electronic magnifier used for reading printed documents and
viewing distance information such as the white board in a classroom, or faces across the
room. With a full HD 3-in-1 camera it offers USB 3.0 to connect to your laptop or desktop
computer, built-in Wi-Fi for tablet connectivity and HDMI for direct connection to a monitor.
Transformer HD is compatible with popular screen magnification software. The optional OCR
converts printed documents to text spoken by male or female premium voices. Reading
preview lets you read the entire page or use your cursor to select where to begin reading.
4 desktop positions available: left, right, forward and upright
Magnification up to 30x on 24” LCD
32 viewing modes to optimise contrast and brightness
Connect via HDMI, USB 3.0 or Wi-Fi
Work in full or split screen mode
Removable legs for suction base option
Record and save videos for later playback
Optional speech feedback using optical character recognition
Built-in LED lighting for viewing objects or crafts
Lightweight at 1.5 kg, foldable to 34x12x12 cm
2 hour minimum removable battery with internal charger
(spare battery and external charger also included)
Carrying case included
2 year warranty
Adjustable magnification and colour viewing modes in OCR
Multiple language recognition
Save and recall documents, pictures, and export files to your computer

ZoomText Magnifier / Reader
ZoomText Magnifier/Reader is a fully integrated magnification and screen reading program that enlarges, enhances
and reads aloud everything on the computer screen. Offers crystal clear Font magnification, customisable
enhancements to on-screen colours, pointers, and cursors, complete screen reading, easy to use
document reading tools, and so much more.
ZoomText reads your documents, web pages and emails, through your computer's
speakers. The ZoomText Recorder allows you to turn text from documents, internet,
email, etc. into audio recordings that you can transfer to on your mobile device
and listen to at your convenience. Recordings can be saved directly to a ZoomText
Recorder playlist in iTunes or Windows Media Player and automatically synced to
your mobile device. Each key or word that you type is automatically spoken. You
can choose to have all keys spoken or only selected groups of keys.
Mouse echo function reads text that you point to. Single words
or complete lines of text are spoken instantly or after hovering
briefly. The SpeakIt tool allows you to read selected areas of the
screen by clicking or dragging the mouse. Support for many
popular applications like Internet Explorer (IE 10 supported in
ZoomText 10.1 for Windows 8), Microsoft Office (Word, Excel,
Outlook; Office 2013 is supported in ZoomText 10.1), Adobe,
Firefox, OpenOffice, iTunes and Java – allow you to read and
navigate your documents with 100% accuracy. A USB version is
an option for users who would like to use ZoomText on many
PC’s but do not want to purchase ZoomText for all these PC's.
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blind & visual impairment
Onyx Deskset 22" HD Magnifier
A portable video magnifier for productivity at school, work, and
at home. The sleek design integrates a high-definition camera
and monitor, to let you clearly see what you want to, with the
camera rotating in all three directions. The 3-in-1 flexible camera
provides document reading, distance viewing, and self-viewing
modes. Easily transported using the rolling trolley case for use at
another location. In distance view, even objects from across
large rooms or auditoriums can be seen in sharp focus. Document
view gives you the ability to magnify items such as reading
materials, daily business tasks, classroom assignments, product
labels, and craft projects. With self view, you get a magnified true
mirror image close up.
Magnification up to 125 times the original size, depending on
monitor.
33 color modes including high-contrast, true-color, and
grayscale to fit your viewing needs.
Freeze Frame allows you to freeze the image on the screen
for close inspection of small objects or to keep your place.
Focus Lock to keep the camera focused on the paper while
writing.
Keep your place easily with the adjustable Reading Lines,
Masks, and Shades. Remote control included.

Topaz XL HD Document Magnifier
TOPAZ XL is easy to use, providing a clear, crisp picture with
your choice of magnification. Its streamlined design and
ergonomic controls provide exceptional reading comfort for
hours of use. Easy-to-use, high quality widescreen video
magnifiers with a clear, crisp image and more magnified text
on the screen. A large LED illuminated work surface and a
camera that is 8.25 inches above the table provide ample
room for reading, writing, or enjoying hobbies.
Topaz models are available in 20", 22" or 24" models.
Magnification up to 67x.
Freeze Frame, Focus Lock, Find feature, and Position
Locator.
Directed LED lighting for a bright work surface without
glare. 8.25 inches of workspace under the camera.
30 high-contrast text color modes plus true color and
enhanced full color.
Masking and Reading Lines.
PC connectivity (on XL & XL HD models).
Add OCR capabilities and PC connectivity when you
install GEM and OpenBook Scanning and Reading
Software.

Also see these great Vision Support Resources...

Lekker!
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